his publications and has introduced these scholars to each other across disciplines in ways that have produced transdisciplinary collaborations and contributions to family science. He has also contributed to the development of a new generation of scholars by curricular advances including courses he has developed on family research at the undergraduate, master's, and doctoral levels. These are popular choices of students in large measure because of his style of engaging with learners. Nurses who have been doctoral students with Dr. Ganong as their chair or committee member have described him as respectfully urging them to move forward with their science as he would a valued colleague. This style of engagement has contributed to long-lasting collaborations that span decades and miles.
Dr. Katherine Kelly, a former doctoral student who was mentored by Dr. Ganong, offered her appreciation:
Larry is an amazing teacher and great mentor for students. We had a very collaborative relationship during my dissertation research and in writing up the findings. When I was stuck or had difficulties with data collection or analysis, he always had a quick solution because of this vast research experience and understanding of families. I'll give you an example. In my research, I was studying structurally diverse families and was creating genograms with several inner city African American families. I took the typical approach of starting at the top with the parents and working my way down. After the first couple of interviews, I was uncomfortable with how I felt during my interviews with parents. I felt somewhat judgmental when asking parents who the other parents of their children were in these very complex families. When I discussed this with Larry, he said try starting with the child and working your way out. This was a HUGE insight. In pediatric chronic illness care, it does start with the child and the family extends from there. After this small change, constructing the genograms became very natural and easy. I know that true family nurses use the genogram, but most clinicians do not. And perhaps beginning with an index child is also standard, but it was not for me and this experience in the research setting was quite profound for me. I am now promoting this tool as a necessary intervention when beginning work with a newly diagnosed child with cancer.
Dr. Ganong's publications and review activities are provocative when necessary as he continues to challenge all family scholars. In his landmark article, "Current Trends and Issues in Family Nursing Research" published in Bell 285 Volume 1 of the Journal of Family Nursing , he took the position of an "intimate outsider" or even perhaps an "unwelcome intruder" in the family nursing research community (Ganong, 1996, p. 96) . He offered an analysis of family nursing research by identifying gaps in family nursing science and providing direction for family nurse researchers. His analysis also raised debate when he argued, "With the exception of the development of qualitative approaches, family nursing research conceptually and methodologically is about a decade behind family research in [other] disciplines . . ." (p. 192) . At the recent 10th International Family Nursing Conference in Kyoto, Japan, in a paper humorously titled, "'Return of the Intimate Outsider'-Current Trends and Issues in Family Nursing Research Revisited," Dr. Ganong offered a 15-year update to his 1995 analysis of family nursing research (Ganong, 2011) . Family nurses in the audience were relieved that he congratulated us for advancing knowledge about families in health and illness and encouraged us to increase our efforts in family intervention research.
For his sustained and remarkable efforts to advance research with families and support our community of family nurse scholars, Dr. Ganong was awarded a Distinguished Contribution to Family Nursing Award at the 10th International Family Nursing Conference in Kyoto Japan in June 2011. We are proud to change his status in our family nursing community from "intimate outsider" to "kin."
